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Abstract

Tailor-made additives (TMAs) have found a role in crystal morphology en-
gineering and control by specific binding to crystal surfaces through stereo-
chemical recognition. The utility of TMAs, however, has been largely lim-
ited to crystal growth from solutions. In this review, we illustrate examples
where TMAs have been used to influence the growth of crystals during cool-
ing of their melts. In solution, the crystal growth driving force is governed by
solute supersaturation,which corresponds to the deviation from equilibrium.
In growth from melts, however, undercooling is the important thermody-
namic parameter responsible for crystallization outcomes, a key difference
that can influence the manner in which TMAs affect growth kinetics, crystal
morphology, nucleation, enantioselective surface recognition, and the de-
termination of the absolute sense of polar axes. When the crystallization
driving force in a melt is small and diffusion is comparatively high, TMAs
can exert their influence on well-faceted single crystals with the stereochem-
ical richness observed in solution growth. Under high supercooling, where
the driving force is large, ensembles of crystals can grow radially, masking
stereochemical information and requiring new optical tools for understand-
ing the influence of TMAs on emerging crystals.
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1. PREAMBLE

1.1. Buckley

Impurities in a crystallization experiment—unintentionally present and usually unwanted—can
affect outcomes such as crystal growth rates and morphologies, typically in unpredictable ways.
In contrast, tailor-made additives (TMAs), also known as tailor-made auxiliaries, and admixtures
(1)—crystal modifiers in abundance—can be intentionally introduced to influence crystallization
in a more controlled manner. Buckley’s monograph (2) reviewed work performed during the nine-
teenth century and the first half of the twentieth century related to the effects of imperfect media
on crystal growth. A more contemporary perspective was provided by Sangwal (3). Buckley per-
formed countless experiments with commercial dyes (4)—among other additives—in which he
aspired to place the effects of habit modification on a structural and stereochemical basis. This
heroic work unfortunately was for naught because commercial dyes are often adulterated with im-
purities. Many dyes, for example, are mixtures of stereo- and regioisomers, while tautomeric and
acid-base equilibria abound. Moreover, in the 1930s, when Buckley did most of the experiments
(5–7), organic stereochemical analysis was still underdeveloped. Buckley’s data were adulterated,
and he did not have the structural underpinnings to make sense of them even though his chemistry
was well conceived (8). Similar analyses were performed contemporaneously (9) but were likewise
based on a premature structural foundation (10). Only in the 1990s did single-crystal spectros-
copies directed at dyed crystals begin to unravel the supramolecular stereochemistry underlying
the interactions of dyes with crystals (9–18).

1.2. Bernauer

Buckley’s experiments in Manchester were directed at the modification of simple salts from aque-
ous solutions (Figure 1a). Just a few years earlier, Bernauer (19, 20) in Berlin studied the effects of
additives on crystal growth, but on crystals grown from melts. Besides the difference between so-
lution andmelt growth, there were two other important distinctions between the works of Buckley
and Bernauer: (a) whereas Buckley used impure synthetic dyes as additives, Bernauer used natural
resins, complex mixtures of organic compounds produced by plants for which the compositions
also were largely unknown; and (b) Buckley measured the relative areas of faces expressed by single
crystals, whereas Bernauer interpreted the optical textures, between crossed polarizers, associated
with morphological changes in ensembles of crystals.

A typical consequence of resin additives can be illustrated by a dramatic transformation of
the texture of recrystallized aspirin in the presence of Canada balsam, the sap from the Abies bal-
samea fir tree (Figure 1b,c). Broad blades are transformed into tightly packed, radially arranged
fibrils that show an optical rhythm along their lengths that was correctly interpreted (21, 22) as
a consequence of the precession of the refractivity resulting from crystals twisting in phase on
the mesoscale, a stunning example of spontaneous pattern formation (23). The crystals organized
themselves as so-called banded spherulites, radial aggregates of fine lamellae with concentric bands
of optical contrast along the radii, which are telltale evidence of twisting. It was claimed (20, 24)
that approximately one-quarter of molecular crystals can be made to grow with this texture from
the melt.We have found that the figure may be closer to one-third (25, 26) for randomly selected
compounds or even one-half in some classes of compounds (27).

Bernauer summarized his research in a book titled “Gedrillte”Kristalle (20). “Gedrillte” is printed
between quotation marks, most likely suggesting “like a drill” or “twisted,” but also perhaps in-
voking the notion of in-phase behavior or soldiers marching as in a military drill. The chief results
were presaged in an earlier report (19). He described 135 simple molecular crystalline substances
that ostensibly twisted around their axes of growth during cooling of their melts in thin-film
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Figure 1

(a) Drawings of K2Cr2O7 single crystals from aqueous solutions with habits modified by sundry synthetic dye additives. Distinct letter
labels indicate symmetry-independent faces according to standard conventions for crystals. Panel adapted from Reference 2. (b) Broad
blades of aspirin (with the structure shown) grown from the melt at room temperature. (c) Twisted aspirin grown from the melt with
15 wt% Canada balsam, following the method in Reference 19, at room temperature.

form. The resin additives probably increased the melt viscosities, which is consequential (see
Section 2.2). This was before the age of synthetic polymers, which themselves were discovered
in the 1950s to frequently form ring-banded spherulites (28, 29).

Bernauer measured half pitches—the distances between two adjacent bands with equivalent
interference colors—to assay twisting in crystals grown from melts. Twist intensity (i) was scored
as 1, 2, or 3 depending on whether the number of half rotations per millimeter was 0–2, 2–10,
or 10–20, respectively. Bernauer also scored the areal fractions ( f ) of twisted crystals as I, II, or
III, corresponding to 2–20%, 20–50%, or 50–100%, respectively. Incomplete coverage could be
a result of the concurrent growth of twisted and untwisted polymorphs or inhomogeneous distri-
butions of the resins. The first ten compounds of the large data table are provided in Figure 2
with their corresponding English names in the figure caption. Most of these compounds have
been regrown in our laboratory. Chalcedony is a mineral not subject to experiment, and cocaine
hydrochloride was not evaluated for obvious reasons.

The general roles of additives in the melt were to increase viscosity, suppress diffusion, slow
nucleation, and inhibit crystallization until larger undercoolings and higher crystallization driving
forces can be achieved. This often leads to finer crystals with more extreme aspect ratios that are
more likely to twist by whatever mechanism (21, 25). The elastic energy to twist a fibril is roughly
proportional to the inverse fourth power of the radial cross section (30, 31). The influence is
not chemically specific but rather is a consequence of changing the dynamics of the aggregate
medium (32). One would not, or could not, say that these resins were being used as TMAs. Given
the complexity of his natural resins, Bernauer may have been using TMAs in some cases, but only
in hindsight and not deliberately.
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Figure 2

The first 10 entries of Table IIa in“Gedrillte” Kristalle (20), “List of twisted crystals examined. 1. Of known symmetry.” The
corresponding English names for the compounds in the second column are (1) triphenythienyl lead, (2) urea, (3) chalcedony (a fibrous
form of quartz), (4) benzil, (5) itaconic acid, (6) resorcinol, (7) hippuric acid, (8) santonin, (9) cocaine hydrochloride, and (10) methyl
urea. The third column contains the formula (Formel), the fourth column the symmetry (Symmetrie), the fifth column the melting points
(Smp. Grad), and the sixth column literature citations (Lit.). The next six columns describe the outcomes (twist intensity, i, and areal
fraction, f ) of growth under different conditions: pure (rein) or in the presence of Canada balsam resin (Can.), colofonium or rosin (Col.),
sandarac (Sand.), Bakelite (Bak.), and collolite with dammar resin and paraffin oil as the essential components (Koll.). Finally, some notes
(Anmerkungen) are offered for the odd experiment with castor oil (rizinusöl) or cedar oil (cedernöl). Figure reproduced from Reference 20.

TMAs have traditionally been studied in solution crystal growth experiments. We introduced
above a pair of pioneers who might have experienced the effects of TMAs on crystal growth, with
one focused on solution growth and the other on melt growth, each beset with problems of purity.
This established a parallelism that has not been maintained in subsequent generations of crys-
tal growers. In Section 2.1, we present an example from our laboratories of the use of TMAs in
solution growth to illustrate chemical strategies for modulating crystal growth through the judi-
cious choice of additives. In Section 2.2, we discuss differences between solution growth and melt
growth and possible explanations for why TMAs in melt growth have been understudied while
illustrating points of connection between solutions and melts, particularly near equilibrium. We
then summarize our attempts to explore whether Bernauer, in his many hundreds of crystallization
experiments from the melt, was exercising the influence of TMAs.

2. PRINCIPLES OF TAILOR-MADE ADDITIVES

2.1. Tailor-Made Additives: An Example of Solution Growth

The equilibrium shape of a crystal can be predicted, in principle, from idealized surface structures
and energies, but shapes of real crystals are subject to gradients in nutrients and temperature
as well as the influence of adventitious impurities in the growth medium (33–38). So-called
TMAs are deliberate impurities introduced to test hypotheses of crystal growth mechanisms
and ultimately direct growth (39). TMAs have been used to resolve conglomerates (40, 41),
to assign absolute configurations (42, 43), and to control nucleation (43, 44), growth rates (44, 45),
and morphologies (45, 46). TMAs are particularly instructive when they make stereochemistry
vivid by changing the shape of a crystal predictively (47). TMAs have been used almost exclusively
in solution growth. Therefore, in order to give a clear illustration of their use and the judgments
derived from them, an example of the application of TMAs in solution growth is introduced here.

As a part of developing a new therapy for l-cystine kidney stones, we designed TMAs and
studied their effects on the crystallization of l-cystine from solutions (48–51). A series of l-
cystine derivatives was prepared (50, 52). The effects of small (<0.1 mM) concentrations of these
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Figure 3

Growth manipulation of hexagonal l-cystine crystals with TMAs. (a) Molecular structures of l-cystine and two TMAs prepared by
replacing both hydroxyl hydrogens with either methyl or morpholine groups. Diagrams illustrate modifications of the l-cystine
molecular shape. (b) Scanning electron micrographs depicting morphology evolution of l-cystine crystals grown in the presence of
l-CDMOR. As the concentration of TMA increases, thin hexagonal plates are replaced by thicker plates and rod-like crystals.
Eventually the hexagonal polymorph of l-cystine is replaced by the tetragonal polymorph. (c) Growth rates of l-cystine in the presence
of l-CDME normalized to the growth rate without additives, R/R0, on {0001} and {101̄0} faces. Note that the scale for the additive
concentration, cad, is very different in the two graphs, and the same growth inhibition of the {0001} face requires a much higher level of
l-CDME than of the {101̄0} face. The l-cystine concentration is 2–3 mM. (d) Schematic representation of an l-cystine crystal showing
kink sites where incorporation of l-cystine molecules takes place. Blue blocks signify l-cystine molecules in the kink. Kink sites on the
{101̄0} face can more easily accommodate bulkier TMA molecules compared with more constrained kink sites on the {0001} face,
leading to preferential adsorption on and inhibition of {101̄0} faces. Abbreviations: CDME, cystine dimethyl ester; CDMOR, cystine
dimorpholide; TMA, tailor-made additive. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 51.

inhibitors on the crystallization of l-cystine from supersaturated aqueous solutions (concentra-
tion of 1–3 mM) were tested. The best inhibitors turned out to be several l-cystine diesters and
diamides (two examples are shown in Figure 3a), performance that can be attributed to their role
as “molecular imposters,” wherein the central portion of the inhibitors binds to crystal binding
sites through stereochemical recognition. In the presence of these TMAs, crystal morphology
changed from thin hexagonal plates to rod-like crystals, and at higher additive concentrations,
the hexagonal polymorph of l-cystine stopped crystallizing and a tetragonal polymorph formed
instead (Figure 3b). Real-time, in situ atomic force microscopy measurements and ex situ mor-
phology observations demonstrated that growth rates of both {0001} and {101̄0} faces decreased
as concentrations of the additives increased, approaching zero above critical concentrations. The
growth of the {101̄0} face was inhibited substantially more than that of the {0001} face, explaining
the observed morphological changes (Figure 3c). These observations can be rationalized by con-
sidering kink sites on the surface of l-cystine crystals, where the molecules attach to the surface
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(Figure 3d). On the {101̄0} faces, attachment to kinks does not require much additional space to
accommodate the bulky end groups of TMAs, depicted by orange circles in Figure 3a. As a result,
the distribution coefficient of additives is close to one. Incorporated additives, however, disrupt
crystallization of the next l-cystine layer. On the {0001} faces, kink sites are more geometrically
constrained and incorporation of TMAs requires significant distortion of the molecule, reduc-
ing the distribution coefficient by a factor of ∼50. Consequently, inhibition of this face requires
much higher TMA concentration in solution. The mechanism of stereochemical control outlined
here was supported by corroborating growth kinetics, crystal optical data, and calculation of TMA
binding energies into kink sites on both growth faces (49, 50). Alternatively, adsorption onto one
of the sites along the large riser (six molecules high) could block the growth of the next layer,
resulting in the same overall effect.

2.2. Solution Versus Melt Growth

Most experiments with TMAs involve crystals at ambient conditions from low concentration
(molar fraction of solute rarely exceeding 0.01) aqueous or organic solutions. The driving force
for crystallization from solution is �μ = RT ln( c

ceq
) at constant temperature, where c is the con-

centration, ceq is the concentration at equilibrium, and R is the gas constant (38). The driving
force is typically small such that crystals have polygonal shapes and grow by screw dislocation or
two-dimensional nucleation mechanisms on atomically flat surfaces (38).

The driving force for crystallization from the melt or supersaturation can be defined as
�μ = �Hf�T/Tm, where �Hf is the enthalpy of fusion, Tm is the equilibrium temperature, and
�T is the undercooling (Tm − T ).Molecular crystals growing from the melt at small driving force
(supercoolings< 10–20°C) are also polygonal and grow by the samemechanisms as crystals grow-
ing from solutions (53). The absolute growth rates from the melt are often significantly higher
than growth rates from solution at the same driving force due to the much higher concentration
of material in the melt (the molar fraction is close to one). Combined with slower diffusion in
the melt, this may result in accumulation of TMAs at the growth front, increasing incorporation
of additives with stronger effects on the crystal morphology. On the other hand, compared with
crystallization from solution, the absolute temperature for crystallization from the melt is usually
higher, resulting in faster desorption of molecules to kinks and thus better discrimination between
host and guest, reducing TMA influences.

Unlike most solution experiments, crystallization from the melt often can be performed at
high crystallization driving forces (supercoolings of hundreds of degrees Celsius), where crys-
tals acquire needle-like habits, exhibit high degrees of branching, and form spherulites (54). The
growth mechanism under these kinetic conditions involves attachment to highly kinked surfaces
at the crystal tips (55–57). Rough features conspire against stereoselective processes (58) such
that TMA binding to crystal faces can become indiscriminate. Spherulites grow from very viscous
melts—sometimes even from glasses—that prevent significant material redistribution, assuring
high concentrations of TMAs at the growth front. Diffusion is inversely related to viscosity in the
Stokes–Einstein equation. During crystal growth from solution, solvent viscosity can vary by an
order ofmagnitude (from0.3 cP for acetone to 3 cP for 1-butanol at room temperature),whilemelt
viscosities can vary by factors of billions (32). For example, the viscosity of abietic acid, a resinous
acid found in Canada balsam, is 200 cP at 130°C and can be as large as 7 × 1013 cP when glassy at
room temperature (59). Such large differences in viscosity can change one growth mechanism into
another where TMAs are no longer consequential (34), or they can force a TMA that is indifferent
in solution to exert an influence in the glassy state because it has no better choice. Massive accu-
mulation of additives at the growth front, however, can be precluded by deposition of additives in
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the space between spherulite fibers. The mechanisms of additive action on rough surfaces are not
well studied, but one can reasonably expect that cooperative inhibitory effects of TMAs through
the Cabrera–Vermilyea step pinning mechanism (60) should be reduced, thereby mitigating the
effect of high additive concentration at the growth front. In summary, crystallization from melts
exhibits features that can either enhance or mitigate the effects of TMAs compared with crystal-
lization from solution. The similarities and differences are not known and require investigation
(61).

There is no more common example of crystallization from melts on Earth than the freezing
of water. Ice inhibition with additives is a major field of research. Polar organisms are reliant on
stereoregular additives in the form of ice-inhibition proteins to survive (62, 63). The food industry
is likewise reliant on additives to prevent the crystallization of many frozen products (64, 65).We
do not discuss ice crystallization with stereospecific additives here, as it is the subject of many
previous reviews (e.g., 66, 67).

2.3. Additives in Melt Growth

In melts, the crystallization temperature is the most important growth variable in the absence of
additives, and its effects are compounded with the kinetic influence of additives.We present a case
where crystals grow with TMAs from the melt at low driving force and then discuss a common
scenario at high driving force to introduce the next section.

2.3.1. Low driving force. meta-Chloronitrobenzene (m-CNB), prized for its nonlinear optical
response (68), forms well-faceted crystals from the melt at small undercoolings. m-CNB crystal-
lizes in the polar space group Pbn21, with Z= 4.Melt-grown crystals are bounded by {020}, {120},
{021}, and {101} facets (Figure 4b,c). Crystals grown from the acetone solution were comparable
to the melt-grown crystals, although with additional {110} facets (69, 70). The crystals are po-
lar, but the sense of the polar axis is evident neither in melt-grown crystals (Figure 4c) nor in
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Growth modification of m-CNB with TMAs. (a) Molecular structures of m-CNB and its TMAs: p-CNB, o-CNB, p-DNB, and p-DCB.
(b) Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of m-CNB molecules viewed along the a-axis of the crystal, space group Pbn21.
Inhibition by different TMAs is also shown. (c) Pure m-CNB single crystal grown from the melt. (d) m-CNB grown from the melt
with 13.0 wt% p-CNB. Abbreviations: m-CNB,meta-chloronitrobenzene; o-CNB, ortho-chloronitrobenzene; p-CNB, para-
chloronitrobenzene; p-DCB, para-dichlorobenzene; p-DNB, para-dinitrobenzene; TMA, tailor-made additive. Panels c and d
reproduced with permission from Reference 74.
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solution-grown crystals. The nitro groups ofm-CNB protrude from surfaces oriented toward −c,
whereas the nitro groups are oriented to the interior of the crystal on the opposite side. Thus,
TMAs with nitro groups are well disposed to differentiate between the ends of m-CNB crystals
under the presumption of nitro group–nitro group superposition of TMAs and host molecules.
In this way, depending on the differential modification of the ends of the polar axis, the sense of
polarity was assigned and compared for crystals grown from solutions and melts (71). Accordingly,
growth ofm-CNB from its melt with TMAs has been a focus of research in the past 30 years (72–
75). The addition of either para-chloronitrobenzene (p-CNB) or para-dinitrobenzene (p-DNB)
modified the morphology of crystals grown near the melting point. Minor {101} facets appeared
with 1 mol% of the TMAs. With 5 mol% (72) or 13 wt% (74), one end of the <001> growth
direction became rounded, yielding a strongly modified polar form (Figure 4d). The thickness of
the crystal along the <010> direction was reduced at the same time due to TMA inhibition on
{021} facets. Similar modifications were observed with 25–35 mol% of ortho-chloronitrobenzene
(o-CNB).

Force-field computations (76) were performed to assess the attachment energies of TMAs on
m-CNB surfaces and compare them to experimentally measured growth kinetics. The binding
energy difference, �EB, the energy of exchanging a TMA with a host molecule on a surface, was
highly site specific. The lowest values were observed when the additive molecules adopted an ori-
entation where the nitro groups of additives were coincident with those of the host molecules.
Attachment energies, Eatt, were also calculated for TMAs in crystal slices or surfaces. The calcu-
lations revealed that o-CNB, p-CNB, and p-DNB were most likely to become incorporated into
the crystal through the chlorine-rich end of the polar axis, directed by their nitro groups. Thus,
the chlorine-rich end of the {021} and {101} faces would be more affected by inclusion of these
TMAs, whereas the nitrogen-rich end would be barely affected. This proposition is also corrobo-
rated by the absence of an effect on crystal morphology by para-dichlorobenzene,which lacks nitro
groups.

Growth kinetics measured for m-CNB growth from a melt containing p-CNB additives re-
vealed a power law relationship that describes the growth rate of each facet as V = Kvσ

g, where
Kv is the growth rate coefficient, the exponent g is the order of the growth process, and σ is the
supersaturation related to �μ given previously by σ = �μ/RT . The experimental power laws
that describe the growth rate (m/s) of m-CNB with 25 mol% p-CNB from the melt on two
ends of the polar axis of m-CNB were reported as 1.7 × 10−4σ 1.8 for the nitro-rich end and
7.5 × 10−6σ 1.4 for the opposing end, assuming that Kv is temperature independent over small
undercoolings. These results indicate that the surfaces terminated with chloro groups are more
inhibited by the TMAs than the surfaces terminated with nitro groups, consistent with attachment
energy calculations.

2.3.2. High driving force. Under high driving forces in supercooled melts, a nucleus often be-
comes unstable and undergoes small-angle branching. As one growth direction is usually fastest,
branching is also fastest in the perpendicular direction, leading to the so-called sheaf-of-wheat
morphologies that ultimately evolve into spherulites (54, 77). Under these circumstances, all
spherulites are radial anisotropic bodies of one of two types, positive or negative, with the larger
refractive index in the radial or tangential direction, respectively. Otherwise, they are stereochem-
ically silent objects. Sometimes discrete eyes can be seen near the nucleus that are connected
by a line orthogonal to the protogenic crystal, but often the eyes cannot be resolved because
the nucleus region is chaotic (54). Ring-banded spherulites, endowed with twisting radii, of-
ten induced by additives. This can be a rich playground for exploring the role of TMAs in
stereochemistry.
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Optical activities. (a) Circular retardance micrograph of aspirin crystallized from the melt determined by Mueller matrix imaging
microscopy. (b) Classical optical activity arises through the induced dipole–induced dipole interactions of groups of different
polarizabilities, dissymmetrically oriented as in the tetrahedral compound schematically illustrated here, in which the circles represent
different atoms or groups of atoms. (c) A mesoscale distribution of anisotropic crystallites can result in differential refraction of left and
right circularly polarized light, an effect that depends on only the dielectric susceptibility tensor and not the magnetoelectric tensor.
This characteristic is electric dipole-allowed and therefore can be comparatively large. The shades of gray in panel b represent different
atoms or groups of atoms, while in panel c they represent different crystal orientations.

3. INFLUENCE OF ADDITIVES ON TWISTED CRYSTALS

3.1. Mesoscale Polarimetry

The assignment of absolute mesoscale stereochemistry requires a device for assigning the sense of
twist and/or splay in a banded spherulite. The analysis of the differential transmission of left and
right circularly polarized light in highly structured polycrystalline materials can provide informa-
tion about stereochemistry on themesoscale directly.The circular birefringence, usually presented
phenomenologically as circular retardance (CR), measured in these instances does not arise from
natural optical activity, a consequence of the dissymmetry of polarizable groups within a molecule
(78) or a single crystal (79). Rather, it stems from the dissymmetry of anisotropic crystallites with
respect to one another (Figure 5) (80–87).

As polarized light traverses a homogeneous medium, its state undergoes a continuous evo-
lution, which can be accounted for in terms of the elementary linear optical properties of the
medium (88, 89). Under circumstances in which light may pass from one anisotropic crystal to
the next, effects may arise that depend on the disposition of the component crystals with respect
to one another.Materials that are composed of anisotropic crystallites with only linear retardance
[LR = (2π (n0 − n90)L)/λ] can by superposition behave as if they are optically active with a sense
of rotation or CR [CR = (2π (nL − nR)L)/λ], where n0 and n90 are refractive indices for orthogo-
nal polarizations and nL and nR are refractive indices for left and right circularly polarized light,
respectively.

We measured the linear optical properties of our melt-grown spherulites with customized,
home-built Mueller matrix imaging microscopes (90–92). Frequently, the CR was much larger
than could be expected from the natural optical activity of molecular single crystals (93). Mecha-
nisms for optical activity based on multilayered anisotropic structures do not rely on light–matter
interactions beyond the electric dipole approximation. Such effects can be quite large and
comparatively easy to measure.

To confirm that CR images arose from the superimposition of overlapping anisotropic lamellae
misoriented along the light path, we multiplied Mueller matrices (Mk, k = 1, 2, . . . , N), each with
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a fraction of the overall LR, LR/N, albeit with each layer progressively rotated in the same sense
by a small angle ϕ/(N − 1) using the rotation matrixMrot(k) as follows:Mk = Mrot(k)

−1M1 Mrot(k),
k= 2, 3, . . . ,N. A product of Mueller matrices describes the optical response of an ensemble ofN
progressively misoriented lamellae,Mtotal = ∏N

k=1Mk. In this way, CR was shown to arise in the
twist and splay of anisotropic lamellae even in the absence of any molecular chirality.

A vivid example mapping the sense of splay of anisotropic lamellae in spherulites of polycrys-
talline aspirin grown from the melt is shown in Figure 5a. CR is nonzero even though aspirin is
centrosymmetric and cannot have natural optical activity. The etiology of the sensitivity to circu-
larly polarized light arises in the bisection of a spherulite into halves that are dextrorotatory and
levorotatory. Aspirin lamellae splay by small-angle branching of a nucleus with 2/m (C2h) sym-
metry with a positive sense (right-handed) for one 〈010〉 direction and a negative sense for the
opposite. This is an example of an enantiopolar spherulite, the detection of which is owed to the
CR anisotropy that would otherwise remain hidden.

3.2. Case Studies

In this section, we present two cases where we applied TMAs to help determine the absolute
growth direction of the twisted crystals grown from the melt. Then we present a new study ap-
plying TMAs to break the heterochirality of the banded spherulites and to help assign absolute
growth direction for centrosymmetric crystals.

3.2.1. Resorcinol. Resorcinol (Figure 6a, top) is a prosaic compound that flows into this re-
view from two discrete streams. First,Wallerant (94), a mineralogist, was frustrated that Pasteur’s
sodium ammonium tartrate was the singular example of molecular dissymmetrymanifest in crystal
form. He looked for others by using tartaric acid molecules to induce dissymmetry in molecular
crystals of other substances. In this way, he prepared, among other compounds, banded spherulites
composed of twisted crystals of resorcinol grown from the melt that twisted stereospecifically in
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Figure 6

(a) Chemical structures of resorcinol and its tailor-made additives, 2-methylresorcinol and orcinol
(5-methylresorcinol). (b) Schematic illustration of methylresorcinols acting as inhibitors on c-axes of a
resorcinol crystal. (c) Polarized light microscopy images of β-resorcinol single crystals grown with 5 wt%
orcinol at supercooling of 0.5°C.
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accord with the configuration of the additive involved. We reproduced this useful model. The
sense of helical twisting was established as originally described by Wallerant by following the
movement of the extinction bands in the petrographic microscope, marking optic axes outcrops
while rotating the spherulites about their radii (95). A clockwise twist, looking in the direction of
growth as well as down upon the sample, drives the bands along the growth direction if the helix
is left-handed. A second polymorph, also twisted, behaved in reverse. These two phases were not
the α and β phases, the first polymorphs of a molecular crystal to be determined by X-ray crystal-
lography (96–98). In the fullness of time, one of the phases was shown to be new and was dubbed
ε (99). Phases α and β are easily obtained from solution, whereas from melts, β and ε are favored.

Second, resorcinol arguably has been the most frequent target of TMAs from solution ever
sinceWells (100) pointed out that one end of the polar axis of the α form grows more rapidly than
the other.Which is faster, and for what reason?Many have contributed experiments, speculations,
and computations aimed at answering this question.We have summarized these developments at
length (99). We aimed to examine the underexplored realm of melt growth using TMAs, which
necessarily implied studying the β and ε forms since the α form does not grow from the melt.
β-Resorcinol adopts the same polar space group Pna21 as the α form. It was shown that pyrogal-
lol [1,2,3-(OH)3C6H3] stereoselectively inhibited oxygen-rich {011̄} facets of α-resorcinol while
phloroglucinol [1,3,5-(OH)3C6H3] and orcinol [1,3-(OH)2–5-CH3C6H3] inhibited hydrogen-
rich {011} facets (101–103). Inspired by this previous work on α-resorcinol,we selected a similar set
of TMAs to study the absolute sense of the growth direction of β-resorcinol. The radial growth
direction of β-resorcinol is the polar axis <001> (104). We measured the growth rates on the
<001> direction of both spherulites and single crystals. For spherulites growing at room tem-
perature, the growth rate decrease is comparable for both additives since the growth rate under
high undercoolings was determined by the diffusivity or viscosity of the host molecule, not inter-
face kinetics. For single crystals, only the fast growing +c direction could be measured, while the
slow growing −c direction was essentially immobile.We found that 2-methylresorcinol inhibited
growth much more strongly compared with 5-methylresorcinol. Given that 2-methylresorcinol
adsorbed more easily on {011} facets than {011̄} (Figure 6), we could assign the faster growing
direction to the +c direction.

We reinvestigated the interactions of l- and d-tartaric acids with facets of β-resorcinol using
atomistic simulations (104). Computational results revealed an equilibrium binding constant of
15 favoring l-tartaric acid over d-tartaric acid on (111̄) facets, with a precisely opposite distri-
bution for enantiomers on (11̄1̄), indicating that tartaric acid bound enantioselectively to chiral
surfaces of β-resorcinol. The enantiomers determined the sense of twist for resorcinol crystal-
lites, but as stated above, it would be difficult to refer to tartaric acid as a TMA in the context of
resorcinol.How it works is not obvious. Additionally,we had a 50% chance of choosing the correct
enantiomer.

Scrutiny of the Mueller matrix micrographs of the absolute linear retardance (|LR|) of the nu-
clei of several twisted β-resorcinol spherulites shows a range of structures other than what was
formerly observed, +c growth in all radial directions (99). In Figure 7a, we see a roughly spher-
ically symmetric object, indicating that the spherulite grows from a single nucleus in a common
direction, in phase. A double spiral belies a twinned nucleus in Figure 7b. Polar spherulite growth
(Figure 7c,d) is further discussed in the next section.

3.2.2. L-malic acid. The greatest moment in the history of molecular chirality undeniably oc-
curred in 1848 when Pasteur (105) separated the enantiomorphous crystals of sodium ammonium
tartrate from optically inactive paratartaric acid, dissolved the respective batches, and showed
that they were optically active with equal and opposite rotations of polarized light. Pasteur had
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Figure 7

Linear retardance images showing a variety of the nuclei of β-resorcinol spherulites. (a) A spherically
symmetric nucleus showing crystallites growing uniaxially in phase. (b) A twinned nucleus showing
crystallites growing uniaxially out of phase. (c,d) Asymmetric nuclei showing polar spherulite growth.

correlated chirality that he could see and feel—the shapes of macroscopic crystals—with the con-
figuration of atoms in invisible molecules. Ambition drove Pasteur to investigate deoxytartaric
acid, also known as malic acid, which today we know has one less stereogenic center than tartaric
acid (106). Pasteur was trying to make lightning strike twice. Of course, he did ultimately make
lightning strike many times, but not in this case. Pasteur prepared racemic and l-malic acid sam-
ples and recorded their melting points by placing small amounts of powders in glass tubes next to
thermometers in oil baths.He did not look at his melts in the petrographicmicroscope.A hot stage
for a microscope was not invented until more than a generation later (107). If Pasteur had looked
at a melted film between crossed polarizers, he would have noticed that recrystallized melted films
formed banded spherulites at high undercoolings and likely recognized their significance (108).

As shown previously (47), and as discussed above for resorcinol, assigning the sense of a po-
lar axis is an important function of TMAs. Malic acid crystallizes as enantiomorphs in the space
group P21. The b-axis is the fast growth direction, and therefore its spherulites are polar. This is
evident in the incomplete radial forms grown by l-malic acid from the melt, wherein one side is
defined by flat edges with a brush of straight crystals emerging from the center (Figure 8c). In the
presence of 15 wt% l-threitol (the 2S,3S configuration), however, the growth of straight crystals
was suppressed and the incomplete sphere eventually closed, forming one eye near the nucleus
(Figure 8d) as opposed to the typical pair (54), more similar to the case in Figure 7c.

3.2.3. Aspirin. Aspirin is the ninetieth entry in Bernauer’s table. He reported that it can twist
from the melt when ostensibly pure (in fact, on melting, some of it is hydrolyzed to produce
a TMA, salicylic acid) (87). Twisting can be mimicked by added salicylic acid, and the pitch is
reduced (twisting rate increases) with increasing salicylic acid. Salicylic acid is likely a TMA for
aspirin, presumably inserting itself in hydrogen bond dimers where (–COOH)2 bonds are exposed.
Aspirin also twists with each of his five resinous additives in “Gedrillte” Kristalle (20).
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Growth of l-malic acid from the melt. (a) Chemical structures of l-malic acid and l-threitol. (b) Projection
of the crystal structure of l-malic acid on the (100) plane, with d-tartaric acid and meso-tartaric acid binding
preferably on (01̄0) and (010) planes, respectively. (c) Banded spherulites of pure l-malic acid. (d) Banded
spherulites of l-malic acid with 15 wt% l-threitol. (e–h) Photographs showing the effect of l-threitol on
l-malic acid at low undercoolings. Dashed lines represent the diad axis. Panels c–h adapted with permission
from Reference 108.

At low driving forces, aspirin single crystals grown without additives and with 9 mol% or with
19 mol% salicylic acid exhibited increasing aspect ratios (growing from approximately 15 to 30
to 45 for crystals elongated along b at 6° undercooling), indicating that salicylic acid presumably
inhibits growth of aspirin crystallites in the orthogonal directions. Thinner aspirin lamellae from
salicylic acid twistedmore readily at high driving forces (30). Benzoic and para-aminobenzoic acids
have similar effects.

Banded aspirin spherulites are remarkable enantiopolar objects. Every crystallite that branched
from one end of the centric nucleus remembers in its sense of twist whether its parent (hkl) facet
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had indices hkl or h̄k̄l̄ . Fields of innumerable crystallites, sometimes covering as much as a square
millimeter, retain their sense and overall symmetry. Of course, symmetry is made to be broken.
We added all the chiral amino acids into aspirin melts, as did Lahav, Leiserowitz, and coworkers
(39, 41–47). Aspirin spherulites were always frustratingly bisected into left and right halves with
occasional pathological individuals (109).We used still other chiral acids (tartaric acid,malic acid),
and other chiral compounds as well, but to no avail. Heterochirality was a persistent feature of
achiral aspirin.

We return here to Canada balsam, traditionally used as a glue to fix cover slips to microscope
slides. It is likely that Bernauer accidentally discovered that Canada balsam, when mixed with an
organic compound, has the remarkable effect of producing an optical rhythm in crystals he was
trying to fix when examined between crossed polarizers. In our hands, the volatile essential oils of
Canada balsam were steam distilled and characterized as additives to aspirin melt growth (110).
None of themajor components of the distillate—β-pinene (27%),α-pinene (26%),β-phellandrene
(23%), limonene (9%), δ-3-carene (2%), and myrcene (2%)—affected the morphology of as-
pirin crystals grown from the melt. Among the nonvolatile components of Canada balsam are
diterpenoids such as abietic acid (melting point of ∼160°C, close to that of aspirin at 135°C), the
most abundant of the so-called resin acids and a very effective twisting agent for aspirin.

Schematic drawings of the symmetry breaking of the circular retardance of aspirin spherulites
in the presence of chiral additives are given in Figure 9a. When abietic acid was mixed with
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Aspirin grown with abietic acid. (a) Scheme of enantiopolar spherulite devolving into unequal, heterochiral halves in the presence of
chiral additives, indicated as S and R. The chemical structure of abietic acid is also shown. (b,c) Circular retardance and absolute linear
retardance micrograph of twisted aspirin spherulites grown with 15 mol% abietic acid. (d) Twisted spherulites grown with 15 mol%
abietic acid including two curves illustrating the growth path of the two regions from the same nucleus. (e) Growth rate of two regions
with different additive concentrations at 50°C.
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aspirin at concentrations larger than 10 mol%, the spherulites were divided into two regions with
clear grain boundaries (Figure 9d). The smaller leaf-like region (leaf ) exhibited a larger twist-
ing pitch and a slower growth rate compared with the larger region (outer part). Mueller matrix
imaging polarimetry was applied to characterize the CR and |LR|. Figure 9b,c shows the CR and
|LR| micrographs derived from the raw Mueller matrix. As discussed above, the optical activity of
centrosymmetric aspirin was caused by the superimposition of twisted lamellae; thus, the CR of
twisted aspirin was not zero. It was also established previously that right-handed aspirin crystallites
show positive CR whereas left-handed helicoids show negative CR. CR oscillated in phase with
LR, which is consistent with previous characterizations with salicylic acid additives (87). The leaf
exhibited positive CR values and was thus comprised of right-handed helicoids, while the outer
region exhibited negative CR values, indicating left-handed helicoids.

The two regions grew from the same nucleus, and the division was caused by overgrowth of
the slow-growing leaf by the fast-growing outer part. In addition, since such division was driven
by a growth rate difference, a model for calculating the ratio of the leaf to the outer part can
be established from the growth rates of the two regions (Figure 9e). The calculation based on
growth rates and the actual area ratio was consistent; thus, controlling the leaf area is possible
by controlling the growth rate with additive concentrations and temperatures. A higher growth
temperature or a larger additive concentration would further shrink the leaf. Differences in pitch
for the two regions were not quantitatively studied since small leaves often lack complete pitches.
Given that the leaf region grew more slowly than the outer part and that abietic acid slows growth
in both regions compared with unadulterated melt, abietic acid has an extra inhibitory effect on
the leaf. This was investigated computationally.

The Adsorption Locator module in Materials Studio (111) was applied to quantitatively calcu-
late the total energy of the aspirin–abietic acid system as well as the adsorption energy of abietic
acid on different {011} facets of aspirin crystals built in vacuum. The module was used to apply
Monte Carlo methods to evaluate the most stable configurations of a single abietic acid molecule
adsorbing on aspirin surfaces, with charges and geometries optimized based on the COMPASS
force field (112). The adsorbing sites were assumed to be carboxylic groups of aspirin. Repeated
simulations of cycles of 40,000 steps each were conducted to retrieve 100 configurations of the
least energy for different facets. The most favorable configuration was determined to be abietic
acid forming a dimer bonded by carboxylic groups with another aspirin molecule on the crystal
surface.The adsorption energy of abietic acid was found to be 1.8 kJ/mol larger on (011) and (011̄)
facets compared with (01̄1) and (01̄1̄) facets, averaged over these configurations. The adsorption
energy was slightly larger in the +b direction. One of the H-bonds on the less-well-binding face
is particularly long and bent (Figure 10).

Given that the abietic acid prefers to adsorb on facets along the +b direction, the absolute
growth direction of the aspirin spherulites can be assigned.The right-handed helicoids were grow-
ing in a more inhibited direction, so the right-handed helicoids corresponded to the +b, [010]
direction and the fast-growing left-handed helicoids corresponded to the −b, [01̄0] direction.

4. SUMMARY AND PROSPECTS

TMAs inmelts at low driving force should and do work like TMAs in solutions, although there are
surprisingly few well-articulated examples.m-CNB stands in a class by itself as the subject of half
a dozen papers (69–75). Resorcinol has been the focus of one study (99) and malic acid another
(108). Aspirin also appears herein and elsewhere (87).

At high driving forces, we have a wealth of data. Let us return to Figure 1, an example of melt
growth at large undercooling where the driving force is high and single crystals are not expected.
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Adsorption of abietic acid on (011) and (01̄1) growth fronts of aspirin showing less stable H-bonds formed on the (01̄1) face due to
steric hindrance. The labeled H-bonds (black dotted lines) have bond angles and lengths as follows: 1© 167.8°, 1.70 Å; 2© 166.7°, 1.70 Å;
3© 154.0°, 1.78 Å; 4© 167.8°, 1.68 Å.

Something dramatic is happening—spontaneous pattern formation—and it is additive induced.
We know from our aggregate studies that it involves crystals that twist (21). Twisting of molecular
crystals from the melt with or without additives is a process that is so remarkably common, and
has long since been revealed to be common, that it is a wonder it has yet to become common
knowledge. This now appears to be changing as more researchers are becoming attuned to seeing
twisting in small molecule crystallites (113–115).

Generally speaking, twisting of molecular crystals from melts can be stereospecific, and the
sense of twist can be correlated to the configuration of the molecules in the crystals, to the con-
figuration of the molecules in the additive, to the space group of the crystals themselves, or to the
dissymmetry of the growth direction in symmetric crystals.

The principal roles of resinous additives in the examples derived from “Gedrillte” Kristalle seem
to be clear: They increase viscosities, inhibit nucleation, permit large undercoolings, increase crys-
tallographic driving forces, and, in this way, force extreme habits. Finer crystallites typically form
at higher supercooling and higher additive concentration because of more frequent branching.
Finer twisted crystals, by whatever mechanism, typically have smaller pitches (21, 25, 54, 90, 116).

Small molecules working as TMAs can also reduce the crystallite cross section, as in the case
of salicylic acid (87), but many other compounds can have the same effect nonspecifically. Since
salicylic acid works as a sensible TMA at low driving force, we can conjecture that it is working
likewise as a TMA, in part, at high driving force. It modifies the habit near the melting point
and actualizes the twisting at much cooler temperatures. The same supramolecular interactions
explain both results.

A motivating question for us throughout this review was whether we could find evidence for
a TMA in the complex mixtures that Bernauer used to twist crystals, a TMA with the capacity to
enable stereochemical assignments such as absolute structure or absolute polarity in the classic,
high style we find in the citations within (see, for example, 47). We found such an additive in
abietic acid, the most abundant diterpene in Canada balsam. It has the capacity to break the mirror
symmetry in the fields of the CR of aspirin, something it, and thus far it alone, has done reliably;
however, it is indifferent to aspirin at low driving force. Thus, when diffusion is comparatively
high, it is not a very discriminating TMA. It does not seem to differentiate among the principal
{hkl} facets. In glassy mixtures, however, when forced to interact with aspirin crystals it sufficiently
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affects the growth rate along enantiopolar directions to bias the typical bisection of spherulites
and to alter the twisting pitch in the fast- and slow-growing regions.

As to the mechanisms of twisting, let alone the sense and symmetry relations, it is becom-
ing clear that in small crystals, space group symmetry is something that flexible dissymmetric
molecules may endure if they want to take advantage of the thermodynamic driving force of
growth, but if crystals remain slender enough, global mechanical deformations may be preferred
elastically over the constraints of space group symmetry (30, 31, 117). In other words, an alterna-
tive way to express the process of molecular crystal growth is that whenever parts of an assembly
(molecules in a crystal) must distort themselves to be joined together, they will inevitably be asso-
ciated with geometric frustration. In fields of slender lamellae rapidly growing radially, the only
mechanical deformation that is probable given space constraints is twisting around radii; however,
helicoids are inconsistent with 3D lattices. If they want to continue to benefit from the chemical
potential of the medium, they must straighten. This is a nontraditional view of the polyhedral
world of single crystals.

It is also increasingly clear that interactions among slender crystals can promote coopera-
tive twisting or braiding (117, 118). Lattice mismatch between intimately but intergrown layers
of fibers may lead to surface forces that, in turn, twist the composites. A shear can arise at
crystallographically misoriented lamellae with strain in proportion to a misorientation angle, al-
though these ideas are not restricted to crystallographic bi- andmultilayered structures (119–121).
Grason (122) has explored in detail the elastic consequences of twisting bundles of parallel fibers
that are abundant in many biologic, polymeric, and liquid crystalline architectures. The intersec-
tion between this work and what is described herein is likely more substantial than known so far.
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